Novel approach to bedside pretransfusion identity check of blood and its components: Sandesh Positive Negative (SPON) protocol.
Mis-transfusion of blood components triggering serious complications are mostly due to preventable clerical errors, especially pre-transfusion misidentification of patient/blood unit at bedside. Recommendations for standard identity check is by electronic devices like barcode scanners. Establishments unable to afford these gadgets (e.g. economically poorer countries) perform identity check subjectively through visual judgement. This is prone to errors precipitating tremendous anxiety in personnel transfusing blood unit. Hence a novel objective method for pre-transfusion identity check-"Sandesh Positive-Negative (SPON) Protocol" was evaluated. A non-randomized study on bedside pre-transfusion identity check in terms of anxiety, satisfaction and errors occurred was conducted. 75 subjects performed transfusion (Consultants, postgraduates and nurses). Intervention was accomplished by matching a custom made negative label arriving with blood component with the positive label of the same patient available at bedside who is about to receive transfusion. 85.3% subjects were anxious about pre-transfusion identity check with existing standard practice. After implementation of SPON protocol, only 38.7% had either mild or severe anxiety (p< 0.05) and none of them were dissatisfied. Overall level of satisfaction also increased with number of subjects being highly satisfied rising to 38.7% from 8.0% (p<0.05). Although only 9.3% were dissatisfied about prevailing practice, about 70.7% felt need for a better/additional protocol. There was no occurrence of clerical error. SPON protocol is a cost effective objective technique for final bedside identity check of blood components which reduces anxiety and increases satisfaction levels.